
Bottom 
Wheel: 

Add you own 
special hieroglyph

and what it represents
below it! To turn your wheel 

into a secret decoder, you can hide the
letters with the top wheel. Add a split pin 

so it spins and uncovers each of the letter in turn!

Ely Museum

The 
Ancient                              

Egyptians invented lots of things we 
still use today, such as paper, pens, locks & keys
… even toothpaste! Papyrus was a plant 
they dried & then wove to make paper!



Ancient 
Egyptian 
Decoder 

Wheel

Top Wheel: Cut this out and line 
it up over your decoder wheel. 

Put a split pin in the 
middle to join 

the two!

Ely Museum

There are over 700
hieroglyphic symbols
but they only
represent
consonants. There
are no hieroglyphs
for our vowels
A E I O and U, so
we have to guess
what their words
sounded like. Try
this on your friends:
write Tutankhamun
without the vowels and
ask them to read it out loud…

… sounds strange right!?!

Hieroglyphs are written along a line or up and down in a column. If they are
across the page (or wall), they can be written from right to left or from left
to right. How then do we know which way to read it?!? We’ll let you in on
the secret: Some symbols have faces, such as birds or people.

You read to (towards) them! 

If these types of symbols are facing left, 
you read left to right, 

much like we do in English; 
but if they are facing right, 
you read from right to left,

like many modern cultures still
do including Arabic and Hebrew.

LEFT RIGHT

PRINT JUST PGS 1&2 TO CUT OUT!



A writing system first appeared in the valley of the Nile about 3200 BC,
over 5000 years ago. Ancient Egyptians used pictures or ‘glyphs’ of objects,
people and animals to write down their language and today we call this
writing system Egyptian Hieroglyphics (hi-row-gli-ficks). ‘Hieroglyph’
means ‘sacred carving’, as they were used to communicate important
information on religious monuments; but of course we can also see this
writing on Egyptian paper called ‘papyrus’ or painted on pottery and tomb
walls. It’s a Greek translation of the Egyptian, originally ‘words of the gods’.

At first each sign meant one thing, typically inspired by nature and the
world around them: an object, a living being and so on. So for example, a

fish would be represented by a picture of a fish. But in
order to write about more abstract things, like feelings,

the scribes invented signs that represented a particular sound, more like
our own language. Below you will learn more about the simplified
Egyptian alphabet as you make your own Decoder Wheel but the thing to
remember is while the fish CAN mean just ‘fish’, it can also be used next to
hundreds of other hieroglyphs to create new words or sounds!
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A symbol can represent a word, a 
sound, a syllable, or a concept.
Alphabet/Sounds: Just like in our writing, some 
Ancient Egyptian symbols represented a sound. 
These symbols are called phonograms.

Syllable: Some symbols represented a full syllable of 
two or three consonants. These symbols are also 
called phonograms. Examples include sounds like
‘sh’ or ‘ch.’

Words: In some cases, the symbol represents a full 
word. These symbols are called ideograms or 
logograms. Some symbols may represent more than 
one word depending on the context of how they are 
used and the other symbols around them. The same 
circle symbol used for ‘sun’ can also mean ‘light.’

Concepts: Other symbols helped with the overall 
concept of a word or idea. These symbols are called 
determinatives. 

The ‘man’ symbol at the end gives this word its masculine meaning. 
It is the word for ‘father’. We use determinatives like a clue!

For example:



In the Pre-dynastic period,
warring tribes living along
the river Nile
split up Egypt.
The land was
divided into
Upper Egypt and Lower Egypt, but it was around 3000 BC that a leader called Menes
untied all of Egypt. We now recognise him as the first pharaoh! The famous ‘Narmer
Palette’ depicts him wearing both crowns. Take a look at the ‘Crowns of Egypt’
below and see if you can spot the different types! He wears the Red crown on one
side and the White crown on the other, symbolising his power and the unification of
Egypt. He became the first ‘Lord of the Two Lands’.

The Egyptians believed there was great magical power in a name. If your name was
remembered then you would survive in the afterlife. They loved to extend their
names with long titles, often showing off their social standing or personal attributes.
For example, scribes were often ‘ beloved of Thoth’ (god of writing). It was the king
though who had the longest name! Egyptian royal titulary consisted of up to five
names meant to symbolise the power and might of the pharaoh.

Horus name — Nebty name — Gold name — Throne name — Personal name
Horus, the strong bull, beloved of Ra, great of majesty, Protector of Egypt for the Two Ladies, rich in years, great in victories 

forever. The Dual King, the justice of Ra is powerful, chosen by Ra, the son of Ra, Ramesses, beloved of Amun

Hor ka-nakht mery-Ra, nebty wer shefyt mek Kemet, nub Hor user-renput, aa-nehktu,
nesu-bity user-Maat-Ra, setep-en-Ra, sa-Ra, Ramessisu mery-Amun

Here we can break down the full name and titles of Ramesses II. We know Ramesses
now by the Greek translation of his name, but as you can see, a pharaoh gained
many names when he officially became king. It was however ONLY the pharaoh who
could write their name in a ‘cartouche’; an oval frame or carved name plate.

Be pharaoh for the day and write your name in the blank cartouche below! 
Even better why don’t you try carving your hieroglyphs into some playdough, or 

take up our challenge with the ‘Hieroglyphics at Home’ Hunt!
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Ancient Egypt was ruled by kings called ‘pharaohs’. The pharaoh ruled over all of
Egypt and usually passed the crown down to their son or next family member in line.
This created ‘dynasties’ which helps us break up ancient Egypt’s looooooong history!

New
KingdomMiddle

KingdomOld
Kingdom

Early
Dynastic

Pre-
Dynastic

1st

Int.

2nd

Int.
3rd Intermediate

Period 

Late/
Persian

Greek

Roman

Dynasty 1           3                        9 - 11          15 – 17   18        21                   25                 31    

Date 3000 2000 1000 BC/AD

(nomen) the name given at 
birth, often the name by which 

a pharaoh is known today

symbol for the goddesses Nekhbet
and Wadjet, representing Upper 

and Lower Egypt respectively 

(prenomen) the first of 
the two names written 

in a cartouche



The Nemes headdress, most
recognisably worn by 

Tutankhamun, wasn’t a    
crown but this striped 
cloth still symbolised

royal power.

White Crown 
of Upper 

Egypt

Red
Crown of 

Lower Egypt
(Deshret)

Blue Crown (Khepresh)
is often called the 
‘war crown’, as pharaohs 
pictured in battle wore this 
blue cloth and leather headdress.

(Hedjet)

Atef Crown
White headdress with

two ostrich feathers. 
Worn by the god Osiris,

King of the Gods and the Afterlife.

symbolising power 
over Upper Egypt.

symbolising power 
over Lower Egypt.

The Double Crown was a combination
of the two crowns and symbolised the

unification of the two lands and the full
reach of the Pharaoh's power in Egypt.
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CAN YOU SPOT THE 
CROWNS ON THE 
NARMER PALLETE?
Pictured here conquering his 
enemies, Narmer was another 
name for Menes, the first king
of Egypt. He gave his name to 
the first capital of Egypt, the
ancient city of Memphis!

No crown
has ever been

found in a tomb.
It seems that they

were passed from pharaoh to
pharaoh rather than buried!

Crown of the 
Two Lands 

(Pschent)

Double



Ely Museum
A cartouche represents a magic
looped rope that protected the
name that is written inside it. This
protected the name against evil spirits and guided the
soul (Ba bird) back to the king’s mummy after a visit
from the afterlife.

Looking back at Ramesses full name and titles, did you
see the cute little bee? Now if you see the bee again
you can pretty confidently translate it without help!
We often see this in front of a cartouche. Strictly
translated, it reads as Nesw-bitu (“He of the sedge and
the bee”), but again this means ‘Lord of the Two Lands’
and indicates that the Pharaoh is king of Upper (sedge)
and Lower (bee) Egypt. An easy one to remember!

The prenomen or Throne name
became the most important title
as it was only granted to the king
on his coronation. It was always
inscribed within a cartouche and
after the 11th dynasty almost
always contained the name of
the sun god Re. You can see here
in Thutmose III’s cartouche the
simple circle that symbolizes Re as
the sun disc.

You can see the same here with
Tutankhamun’s prenomen and
nomen. Remember the direction
of reading… which way is the chick
facing? Which cartouche is the
prenomen and which the nomen?

Nebkheprure, 
"The lordly manifestation of Re"

Tutankhamun heqa-Iunu-shema, 
"Living image of Amun, 

ruler of Upper Egyptian Heliopolis

TUT ANKH AMUN

You can now translate Tutankhamun’s name!

Here we can 
translate the 
hieroglyphs 
Khepru & Re...
these represent a
dung beetle rolling
the sun disc (or dung

ball) across the sky each day! The 
Ancient Egyptians took inspiration 
from nature to explain unknown 
forces. Khepri, a beetle faced solar 
deity, was the morning sun, Ra was 
the midday sun AND the sun itself, 
and Amun was the evening sun!

Write your own name here!



Use this space to write a secret code of your own and get a friend to crack it!

Where do mummies
go on holiday?

How do you
enter a pyramid? TOOT – AND – COME – IN!
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What did King 
Tut say when
he was bitten?
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Like the Egyptians who took inspiration from nature and the objects and
around them we want to set you a fun challenge!

You’ve learnt lots about hieroglyphs and have your decoder wheel to hand,
so go have fun spelling out your name with things around the house!

Can you crack the code? Try and work out this name for example:

Hint: We didn’t have a vulture in our house, but try 
exploring the garden or your nearest park as well..

Draw or photograph things around the house that look like the hieroglyphic
symbols. Top tip: Toy animals are very handy for this activity. Be creative
and don’t worry if they aren’t the same as the original symbols.

Can you hunt down photos of 
King Tut’s name in you house?

Board game

Water

Feather 

Ankh/ Life

Loaf

Chick

Loaf

Plant

Tower

Crook/Hook


